A family of K+ channel ancillary subunits regulate taste sensitivity in Caenorhabditis elegans.
We have identified a family of ancillary subunits of K(+) channels in Caenorhabditis elegans. MPS-1 and its related members MPS-2, MPS-3, and MPS-4 are detected in the nervous system of the nematode. Electrophysiological analysis in ASE neurons and mammalian cells and epigenetic inactivation by double-stranded RNA interference (RNAi) in vivo show that each MPS can associate with and functionally endow the voltage-gated K(+) channel KVS-1. In the chemosensory neuron ADF, three different MPS subunits combine with KVS-1 to form both binary (MPS-1.KVS-1) and ternary (MPS-2.MPS-3.KVS-1) complexes. RNAi of mps-2, mps-3, or both, enhance the taste of the animal for sodium without altering the susceptibility to other attractants. When sodium is introduced in the test plate as background or as antagonist attractant, the nematode loses the ability to recognize a second attractant. Thus, it appears that the chemosensory apparatus of C. elegans uses sensory thresholds and that a voltage-gated K(+) channel is specifically required for this mechanism.